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ach year the Syracuse Builders Exchange’s (“SBE”) Construction Contractor magazine
dedicates one issue to Minority, Women and Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Enterprises
(MWBE/SDVO) in the regional construction industry. The success of these businesses
remains critical to the overall health and well-being of the construction industry in general.
As upstate New York’s largest construction industry Association, SBE’s membership includes
MWBE/SDVO businesses. With 100 companies which have the MWBE/SDVO certification, SBE’s
directory of construction related MWBE/SDVO businesses is unmatched and remains a valuable
resource for project owners, construction managers and general contractors.
Building capacity in the MWBE/SDVO space remains a priority for SBE, evident by the commitment
to our Construction Company Growth Accelerator course. This 9-week program focuses on essential subject matters to
educate small business owners on how to enhance their knowledge and provide them with resources necessary to grow the
small business into a business with the capacity to bid on large-scale construction projects.
The program will begin January 13, 2022 and all small businesses, including MWBE/SDVO employers, are invited to participate.
SBE will continue to partner with the Upstate Minority Economic Alliance and the WISE Women’s Business Center in an effort to
maximize attendance and participation. The 9-week class will be held in person in SBE’s classroom and streamed live to those
who prefer to participate remotely. To learn more about this program, please contact Melissa Gould at mgould@syrabex.com.
This edition of Construction Contractor features all three components of the MWBE/SDVO market. Industry Standard
USA is a family owned SDVO in Liverpool, NY, providing general construction and property maintenance services. Chris
Dambach shares a compelling story about his company, which was created in a Marine outpost deep in the Iraqi desert.
Darin Price of Right Price Companies explains the success of his company, which is a dual certified MWBE provider of
communications & cabling products, data center products, security and audio-visual products as well as technical services.
Right Price Companies also has a strong emphasis in government, education and healthcare furnishings and fixtures,
which includes interior design.
J. Andrew Lange, Inc. is a WBE second-generation family business founded in 1968. They are a manufacturers’
representative for water, wastewater treatment and water storage equipment. Julie Barown, President and owner of J.
Andrew Lange, is a Professional Engineer and has over 20 years of experience in the water and waste-water industry.
I hope you enjoy this special edition of Construction Contractor. It is a privilege to promote and recognize the work of not
only the companies illustrated in this edition, but those MWBE/SDVO companies in the construction industry throughout
central and upstate New York.
To search for MWBE/SDVO construction industry related companies, visit www.syrabex.com, click on Buyers Guide, then
MBE/WBE members. There you can search for any company by name or specialty trade. Or visit directly at
https://syracusebuildersnyassoc.wliinc33.com/search
As the construction industry closes out another year, and begins 2022, SBE will be celebrating our 150-year anniversary.
SBE is the oldest Builders Exchange in the country, founded in April 1872. Throughout the year we will be commemorating
our anniversary, recognizing the Association’s milestone in various ways.
I would like to extend best wishes and good health to our readers, our member employers, their employees and family
members. While 2021 would be defined as an unusual year, may 2022 bring good health, happiness, an abundance of
work and prosperity to all.
Yours truly,
Earl R. Hall
Executive Director
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Industry Standard USA, LLC

A SDVOSB, DBE Company
Setting the Standard by Doing It Right the First Time
Sarah Hall

VA Medical Center, Parking Lot Expansion. Montrose, NY.
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VA Medical Center, Parking Lot Expansion. Montrose, NY.
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L-R, Chris Dambach with his father Frederick William
Dambach Jr. , owner, Patriot Sons USA LLC - Frederick is a
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Julie Barown Continues a Legacy of Excellence
at J. Andrew Lange, Inc.
Becca Taurisano
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something
that an all-girls
named President
of J. Andrew
Inc. in East
Syracuse, a manufacturers’
representative,
supplierLange,
and
school in
wasthought
just notof something that
had suggested
to Brooklyn,
me before.it The
Syracuse,
a
manufacturers’
representative,
supplier and
dealer for water and wastewater treatment equipment
anyone sounded
had suggested
to me
g an engineer
incredible
and before.
I knew The thought of
dealer for water and wastewater treatment equipment
becoming
an engineer
andserving
I knewUpstate New York.
tely that’s
what I wanted
to do,”sounded
she says.incredible
That
serving Upstate New York.
immediately
that’s
what
I wanted
to do,” she says. That
versation
changed her
life.
After
high school
one conversation
life. After high school
on, instead
of studyingchanged
politicalherscience,
Barown came to J. Andrew Lange, Inc. in 2018. She
graduation,
instead of
political science,
received
a scholarship
to studying
Rensselaer
Barown came
to J. allow
Andrew
Inc. in 2018. She
was looking for a company
that would
herLange,
to make
Barownandreceived
nic Institute
thrived ain scholarship
the rigorous to Rensselaer
looking
for a company
thattechnical
would allow her to make
an impact acrosswas
New
York State
by providing
Polytechnic
Institute
c engineering
environment
she and
foundthrived
there. in the rigorous
an products,
impact across
York State
by providing technical
expertise, reliable
and New
outstanding
technical
academic engineering environment she found there.
expertise,
reliable
products,
and York’s
outstanding technical
customer service
in order to
protect
one of New
to protect
one of New York’s
greatest natural customer
resourcesservice
– water.inAorder
chance
encounter
resources
water. A chance encounter
with long-time greatest
Lange natural
employee
and –professional
with Mele,
long-time
employee
professional
acquaintance, Mike
lead Lange
her to Lange
and and
it
acquaintance,
lead
her
seemed like a natural
next stepMike
in herMele,
career.
Mele
toldto Lange and it
like afor
natural
next step
in her
her that Lange seemed
was looking
someone
to come
oncareer. Mele told
her that
Lange from
was looking
for someone
to come on
board and knowing
Barown
her days
as a

board
and knowing
from her days as a
consultant, he was
enthusiastic.
When Barown
she interviewed
consultant,
heKeskin,
was enthusiastic.
When she interviewed
with owner, Margery
Lange
Barown realized

with owner,
Margery Lange
Keskin,
there was an opportunity
for ownership
as well.
“All theBarown realized
was
anplace.
opportunity
ownership
cards had finallythere
fallen
into
Langeforwas
exactly as well. “All the

cards
fallen
place.
Lange was exactly
where I wanted to
be,” had
says finally
Barown,
“andinto
it was
already
I wanted
to be,”
sayswas
Barown,
a woman-ownedwhere
business.
I knew
there
a lot “and
of it was already

business.
I knew
there was a lot of
potential for me a
at woman-owned
Lange and where
the company
could
go in the future.”potential for me at Lange and where the company could
go in the future.”

Lange was incorporated in 1968 by J. Andrew Lange,
Lange
incorporated in 1968
by J. Andrew Lange,
Keskin’s father. As
a was
second-generation
business
Julie Barown, P.E., President, J. Andrew Lange, Inc.
Keskin’s
As a tosecond-generation
business
owner, Keskin was
lookingfather.
for someone
continue the
ceiving a Bachelor of Science from Rensselaer
owner,
was looking
for someone
legacy her family
built. Keskin
With Keskin’s
business
acumen to continue the

Afterinreceiving
a Bachelor Barown
of Science
oncentration
Civil Engineering,
setfrom Rensselaer
her family
built. With
business acumen
and set
Barown’s legacy
technical
expertise,
they Keskin’s
naturally
concentration
in Civil Engineering,
Barown
careerwith
pathathat
included obtaining
her New
and
Barown’s
technical
expertise,
complemented
each other’s skillsets. “I have always felt they naturally
out
on a career
path and
that working
includedasobtaining
her
New
fessional
engineering
license
a
each other’s
skillsets.
“I have always felt
York professional
engineering
license
a taken complemented
onal municipal
engineering
consultant.
Afterand working
veryaswell
care of by Marge.
I always
felt very
professional municipal engineering consultant. After
very well taken care of by Marge. I always felt very
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valued as an employee,” says Barown. “My experience
valued as
anmy
employee,”
says
Barown.
working for a consultant
and
experience
working
for “My experience

for a consultant
experience working for
a manufacturer working
get wrapped
up into a and
nicemy
package
getthe
wrapped
up into a nice package
here with what I adomanufacturer
for Lange. I am
bridge between
here
with
what
I
do
for
Lange.
am the bridge between
the engineering and manufacturing worlds,” IBarown
the engineering and manufacturing worlds,” Barown
says.
says.

As a business partner for manufacturers, Lange is
As a business
partner
Lange is
responsible for business
development
of for
the manufacturers,
products
for business
they represent, responsible
as well as working
with development
engineers to of the products
they
represent,
aswork
well done
as working
with engineers to
specify equipment.
There
is a lot of
by Lange
equipment.isThere
lot of“Our
work done by Lange
The Niskayuna Wastewater Treatment Plant is a
before a piecespecify
of equipment
everis a
sold.
before
a
piece
of
equipment
is
ever
sold.
“Our
state-of-the-art cogeneration (combined heat and power
relationship with engineers is key and the trust is so
energy
relationship
with
engineers
is
key
and
the
trust
is sogeneration) facility that utilizes the wastewater
important. We pride ourselves on our technical
treatment
by-products and high strength organic waste
important.
pride at
ourselves
expertise and being
upfront We
and honest
all stageson
of our technical
from nearby food processing plants to allow the
expertise
and However,
being upfront
and honest
of
the project,” Barown
says.
Lange’s
work at all stages
wastewater treatment plant to be a net zero energy facility
the
project,”
Barown
says.
However,
Lange’s
work
doesn’t stop there. Lange also works closely with
as well as a source of revenue for the Town.
Lange
stop their
there.
Lange also
works closely
with with Energy Systems Group (ESG) a leading
partnered
contractors who doesn’t
are installing
equipment,
so being
contractorsquestions
who are installing
theirthem
equipment, so
being services provider, engineering firm Barton &
energy
responsive to contractors’
and helping
Loguidice,
contractors’
and helping
them and contractor W. M. Schultz Construction to
solve problems,responsive
is crucial.to “There
are questions
a thousand
provide
influent
headworks
treatment
(Lakeside
solve
problems,
is
crucial.
“There
are
a
thousand
different places where things can go off track during
Equipment), the extended aeration biological treatment
different
places
can
go off track during
construction,” Barown
says,
“but where
we arethings
there to
make
process (Universal Blower Pac and SSI), and the final
construction,”
Barown
says, “butforwethe
are there to make
sure the process
keeps moving
smoothly,
clarifiers (Lakeside Equipment).
Pictured here in the
sure theand
process
keeps moving smoothly, foreground
for the
contractor, the engineer,
the owner.”
are the final clarifiers and in the right
contractor, the engineer, and the owner.”
background, the extended aeration tanks.

At the beginning of 2020, Mike Mele announced he
At theafter
beginning
of 2020,
MikeThen
Mele announced
he hopes to expand the services Lange currently
Barown
would retire from Lange
more than
25 years.
Barown hopes
to expand construction
the services Lange
would retirehappened.
from Lange
after more was
than 25 years.
Then their
offers
customers
including
the COVID-19 pandemic
“Everything
offers
their
customers
including
con
COVID-19
happened.
was
administration
and observation, professional services,
very unsettled,” the
says
Barown, pandemic
“and I realized
that I“Everything
administration and observation, professional
very
unsettled,”
says
Barown,
that
I
needed someone
I could
rely on.”
In July
2020,“and
MikeI realizedand
equipment
services. “Engineers and contractors
and equipment services. “Engineers and contra
needed
someone
I
could
rely
on.”
In
July
2020,
Mike
Deyulio joined the team at Lange. “When you make big
tell me they need Women Business Enterprise services
me they need Women Business Enterprise
Deyulio
joined
the
team
at
Lange.
“When
you
make
big
changes, there is always risk involved and some level of
beyond what they can currently find, so I would like to
beyond what they can currently find, so I wou
changes,
there ison
always
riskitinvolved
level of
discomfort. Once
Mike came
board,
made and
it somemeet
that demand,” Barown says. Deyulio looks
meet that demand,” Barown says. Deyulio looks
Once
on board, it made it
comfortable for discomfort.
me to take on
the Mike
risk ofcame
ownership,”
forward to whattothe
future
holds.
“We“We
will will
allow
our
what
the future
holds.
allow
our bran
says Barown. comfortable for me to take on the risk of ownership,”
brand to growbigger
bigger byby bringing
bringing on
additional
on additional co
says Barown.
competitive manufacturers
and
we
are
starting
to see to
manufacturers and we are starting
Mike Deyulio brings more than 20 years of knowledge
the marketplacemarketplace
demand other
products.
of the
demand
otherSome
products.
Some of t
Mike Deyulio brings more than 20 years of knowledge
of the construction industry, sales experience, and
plans
Julie
has
will
put
us
a
step
ahead
of
the
Julie
has
will
put
us
a
step
ahead
of
the
compet
of the construction industry, sales experience, and
business expertise to the Lange team. Deyulio says he
hesays.
says.
business expertise to the Lange team. Deyulio competition,”
says he
likes the way Lange is run, both by Barown and Keskin
likes the way Lange is run, both by Barown and Keskin
before her. “This is a family-owned business, but it
into the
role
of owner
a dream c
Stepping
into theStepping
role of owner
is a
dream
comeistrue
before her. “This is a family-owned business, but
it
operates like a big company. Julie is a very technical
for
Barown,
and
one
she
worked
toward
for Barown, and one she worked toward for more than a for mo
operates like a big company. Julie is a very technical
engineer and engineer
I have the
and the
construction
decade.
“I am
one of
those
who gets so
decade. “I am one
of those
people
who
getspeople
something
andsales
I have
sales and construction
background. My
past experience
her past and her
in her mind
and
doesn’t
let go until
happens. I
in her
mind and doesn’t
let go
until
it happens.
I am itvery
background.
My pastandexperience
past
goal-oriented
and way,”
driven she
in that
experience complement
other. each
Our life
goal-oriented
and
driven in that
says.way,”
In she
experience each
complement
other. Our
life
addition
to
owning
J.
Andrew
Lange,
experiences have
taught us ahave
lot,” taught
says Deyulio.
experiences
us a lot,” says Deyulio.addition to owning J. Andrew Lange, Inc., Barown is Inc., B
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“If I’d had a thinner skin, I might not be where I am today.
I’m not one to give up.”
J. Andrew Lange, Inc. holds a Women’s Business
Enterprise National Council certification, a Woman
Owned Small Business (WOSB) certification, and a New
York State Minority and Women-Owned Business
Enterprise (MWBE) certification. To learn more about J.
Andrew Lange, Inc., visit https://www.jalangeinc.com/.

The Catherine Valley Water Reclamation Facility is a
completely new centralized regional wastewater treatment

"Immediately after coming onboard in
2018, I recognized that Julie had what it

plant that treats the waste from both the villages of Watkins

takes to be a successful business

Glen and Montour Falls, New York. Lange worked closely

owner: smart, likeable, great work ethic

with engineering firm Larson Design Group and contractor
Streeter Associates to provide the influent headworks

and

impressive

educational

treatment (Lakeside Equipment), sequencing batch reactor

background. Like my father, J. Andrew

(SBR) biological treatment process (Fluidyne), and state of

Lange, Julie is also a Rensselaer

the art UV disinfection system (Glasco UV). Pictured here
is the wastewater treatment building which houses the

engineering

graduate

and

a

majority of the equipment and controls for the process,

Professional Engineer. We were very

and the outside SBR tanks.

fortunate to have found such a quality

involved in several leadership roles with state and local
professional organizations. She is a board member of
the Capital District Chapter of the New York State

individual in Julie. J. Andrew Lange, Inc.
and its employees pride themselves in a
commitment to quality and marketplace

Society of Professional Engineers, Board Member of

focus. I am very pleased that Julie will

the Capital District Chapter of the New York Water

carry the torch for both my and my

Environmental Association (NYWEA), chairperson of
the NYWEA Public Outreach Committee, and member
of

the

NYWEA Diversity,

Equity,

and

Inclusion

father’s legacy in J. Andrew Lange, Inc.
well into the future as a woman owned

Committee. Barown and her husband have three

business." - Margery Lange Keskin,

children, three cats, three dogs, and enjoy renovating

Daughter of J. Andrew Lange and

houses as investment properties.

Former Owner of J. Andrew Lange, Inc.

According to Barown, we still have a long way to go
to make a future in science and technology accessible
to women. “It’s not so much that the opportunities aren’t
there,” Barown explains, “it’s that the environment isn’t
always as inviting for women as it could be. Throughout
my career, I’ve had to deal with being the only woman in
the room, and on occasion, the comments, both direct
and indirect, that come along with that,” Barown says.
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Right Price Companies/RPC Technology:
Role models for their community in the heart of Syracuse
Sarah Hall

“Our desire to provide superior service for our customer is
what prompted our pivot into the technology industry,” he
said. “While working with a client to provide both furniture
and a paneling system, the client asked if we could also
“Our desire
to provide
superiorAtservice
for our customer
handle his computer
networking
and set-up.
the time,
is
what
prompted
our
pivot
into
the
technology
industry,”
our company had a relationship with RMS, a technology
he
said.
“While
working
with
a
client
to
provide
both
service and solutions company, and together, we were
furniture
and
a
paneling
system,
the
client
asked
if
we
able to deliver a complete solution exceeding our
could
also
handle
his
computer
networking
and
set-up.
At
customer’s expectation.”
the time, our company had a relationship with RMS, a
technology
and
solutionsDarin
company,
“It went so well
that I hadservice
an ‘aha
moment,’”
said. and together,
we
were
able
to
deliver
a
complete
solution
“Our customers need a total solution. That was the birth exceeding
our customer’s expectation.”
of RPC Technology.”
wentmerged
so well and
that began
I had an
‘aha moment,’”
Right Price and “It
RMS
working
in the Darin said.
“Our
customers
need
a
total
solution.
That was the birth
industry, bidding on and winning projects. SUNY Oneonta
of
RPC
Technology.”
was its first substantial contract with fiber optic cable.
Right Price
mergedas
andour
began
‘This project allowed
us toand
seeRMS
technology
nextworking in the
industry,
bidding
on
and
winning
projects.
SUNY Oneonta
business frontier,” Darin said.
was its first substantial contract with fiber optic cable.
RPC Technology strategy began planning to participate in
‘This project allowed us to see technology as our next

the at
NYS Broadband for All prior to the announcement of
Darin Price, CEO (sitting), Paris Price, CFO (Standing)
frontier,”
Darin said.
arin and
Paris
Price
are
looking
to
create
a
grant
awards.business
The program
launched
in 2016 with three
their Syracuse, NY office.

legacy.

phases of grant awards to telecom and cable service
Technology
strategy
planning to participate
operators and RPC
providers,
as well
as began
municipalities,
in
the
NYS
Broadband
for
All
prior
yracuse couple, who owns Right Price Companies
throughout the state over the next three years. to the announcement
of grant awards. The program launched in 2016 with
PC Technology,arin
hopeand
to hand
their
business
down
Paris Price are looking to create a
phasesminority
of grant
awards
to telecom
r children someday.
“As one of thethree
few certified
suppliers
of fiber
optic and cable
legacy.
service
operators
and
providers,
as
well
cable in the area, RPC became a key supplierasofmunicipalities,
throughout
the state
over the
threeNew
years.
want RightThe
Price
to be incouple,
existence
we’re
fiberoptic cable
to cable service
provider
in next
Upstate
Syracuse
who well
ownsafter
Right
Price Companies
” Darin said.
“We want
it to be hope
a company
is business
a
York that participated in the broadband program,
and RPC
Technology,
to handthat
their
down
“Asneed
one in
ofUpstate
the fewNew
certified
suppliers of fiber
n Upstate
New
York
for
years
to
come.”
addressing a vital
York.”minority
Darin said.
to their children someday.
optic cable in the area, RPC became a key supplier of
fiberoptic
cable
to cable
service
provider in Upstate New
Prices launched Right Price Companies in 2004.
“When we think
about the
personal
aspect
of high-speed
“We want Right Price to be in existence well after we’re
York
that
participated
in
the
broadband program,
rm provides commercial furniture to the corporate,
we have to understand that the program
gone,” Darin said. “We want it to be a company thatbroadband,
is a
addressing
a
vital
need
in
Upstate
New
York.” Darin said.
tion, healthcare, and government sectors. RPC
allowed for a higher level of connectivity to the rural areas
pillar
in
Upstate
New
York
for
years
to
come.”
ology, which launched about seven years ago,
of New York State, especially now, because computer
we think
personal
aspect
its mark in the industry participating in New York
access is more“When
important
thanabout
ever the
before,”
Paris
said. of high-speed
The
Prices
launched
Right
Price
Companies
in
2004.
broadband,
we
have
to
understand
that the program
s New York State Broadband for All program as a
“It's so desperately needed for our children to learn
The
firm
provides
commercial
furniture
to
the
corporate,
allowed
for
a
higher
level
of
connectivity
to the rural areas
added supplier, as well as a logistics material
remotely, for hospitals, businesses, not to mention your
of
New
York
State,
especially
now,
because
computer
education,
healthcare,
and
government
sectors.
RPC
nator. The program seeks to bring broadband
home. Not only did we see the benefits for our business,
access
is
more
important
than
ever
before,”
Paris
said.
Technology,
which
launched
about
seven
years
ago,
et to underserved or unserved areas, where nearly
but we recognized the desperate need for the opportunity
“It's
so
desperately
needed
for
our
children
to
learn
made
its mark
in theinindustry
participating
million New
Yorkers,
mostly
rural areas,
do not in NewofYork
expansion of fiber optic cable throughout New York
remotely,
hospitals,
not to
State’s
New York
State
Broadband
for All programState,
as a especially
an internet
connection
(based
upon
25/3 bandwidth
its ruralfor
territories
thatbusinesses,
had some level
of mention your
home.
Not
only
did
we
see
the
benefits
for
our business,
ction). value-added supplier, as well as a logistics material
access.”
but
we
recognized
the
desperate
need
for
the
opportunity
coordinator. The program seeks to bring broadband
of
expansion
of
fiber
optic
cable
throughout
New York
internet
to underserved
or unserved
areas,
maintains
that Right
Price Companies’
primary
goal where nearly
Ultimately, the Prices said they are looking to be a
State,
especially
its
rural
territories
that
had
some
level of
provideone
solutions
and Yorkers,
excellentmostly
service
to itsareas, do
million New
in rural
not
full-service
wholesale electrical supply distributor as well
access.”
mers. have an internet connection (based upon 25/3 bandwidth
as an outside plant construction company. This aspect
connection).
includes fiber cable deployment, antennae/line
Ultimately, the Prices said they are looking to be a
full-service wholesale electrical supply distributor as well
Darin maintains that Right Price Companies’ primary
as an outside plant construction company. This aspect
goal is to provide solutions and excellent service to its
includes fiber cable deployment, antennae/line
customers.
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installation, and maintenance
relation to cell towers.

in

“We have a relationship with SUNY
EOC, Jubilee Homes, and CNY
Works,” Darin said.

Communications & Cabling

“As alumni of the Goldman Sachs
installation, and maintenance in
10,000 Small Business program, we
In particular,
Darin
andaParis’
goal is with SUNY
relation to cell towers.
“We
have
relationship
have a very clear vision for our future
to bring in talented
candidates
from and CNY
EOC, Jubilee Homes,
growth,” Darin said.
their
neighborhood.
“As alumni of the Goldman Sachs
Works,” Darin said.
10,000 Small Business program, we
The Prices also emphasized that RPC
“We intentionally
created our
business
have a very clear vision for our future
In particular,
Darin
and Paris’ goal is to
is one of the
only Darin
minority-owned
in the heart of
Syracuse,”
Paris
said.
growth,”
said.
bring in talented candidates
from their
companies in the field. They are
“One of our personal
goals is to be role
neighborhood.
certified with New
York State
New
The Prices
also and
emphasized
that models
RPC for those in our community, the
York City is
as one
a of
Woman/Minority
the only minority-owned
“We
intentionally
community that
both
Darin andcreated
I grew our business
Business Enterprise,
as in
wellthe
as field.
the They are
companies
in the
heart offorSyracuse,”
said.Center Products
up in. It was very
important
us to be ParisData
New York Portcertified
Authority
and
theYork
Mass
with
New
State andable
New to let “One
our personal
our of
community
seegoals
a is to be role
Transit Authority.
They asare a also
York City
Woman/Minority
models
in our
community, the
business prosper
andfortothose
let them
see
registered with
the National
Supplier
Business
Enterprise,
as well asthemselves
the
that both
Darin and I grew
incommunity
it. They see
business
Development New
Council
Minorityand the Mass
York as
PortaAuthority
up in. It working
was verythat
important
owners and people
look for us to be
Business Enterprise
the federal
Transit and
Authority.
They are like
also
them.” able to let our community see a
government as
a Small Disadvantaged
registered
with the National Supplier
business prosper and to let them see
Business.
Development Council as a Minority
themselves
in of
it. Darin’s
They see business
RPC is the
culmination
Business Enterprise and the federal
owners
and
people
working that look
aspiration to start his own business,
“We are agovernment
company that
as awants
Small to
Disadvantaged
like
them.”
something he dreamed about way back
work with Business.
everyone. We are a
when he was mowing lawns as a
corporation first that just happens to be
RPC is the culmination of Darin’s
told Paris about it back when
owned by a“We
minority,”
Darin that
said.wants to kid—and
are a company
work
aspiration to start his own business,
Security Products
they started dating in the early 1980s.
“We're not a minority
first whenWe
we are
walka corporation
with everyone.
something he dreamed about way back
through the first
door.
We happens
build to
ourbe owned by a
that just
when he was mowing lawns as a
came to me
theabout
idea it back when
reputation onminority,”
the service
and said.
on our“We're not “He
Darin
a always kid—and
toldwith
Paris
that
one
day,
he
would
beearly 1980s.
products.”
minority first when we walk through the
they started dating in the
self-employed,”
Paris
said.
“For
a
while,
door. We build our reputation on the
I didn't understand
the benefits
There are some,
who
balk
servicehowever,
and on our
products.”
“He always
cameoftobeing
me with the idea
at the MBE label.
the boss. But Ithat
definitely
understand
the would be
one day, he
benefits
We
are
able
to
have
There are some, however, who balk
at of it now.
self-employed,” Paris said. “For a while,
“Some people
have label.
the stereotypes
a pride in ownership
that, had he
the MBE
I didn't understand
the not
benefits of being
— the preconceived notions — that
been persistent
aboutButreaching
the boss.
I definitelyhis
understand the
because you're
a minority business
“Some
people or ahave
the goal benefits
lifelong
of being
of itself-employed
now. We are able to have
woman-ownedstereotypes—the
business, that there's preconceived
pride
in ownership
and owning aour
own
business, that,
we had he not
Audio Visual
notions—that
because
you're a minority
going to be something
different,
they
been
persistent today.”
about reaching his
would not have
the experience
business or
a woman-owned
business,
have to do; something
different
to deal
lifelong goal of being self-employed
with us,” Darinthat
said.there's
“We go going
throughtothebe something
owning
our own business, we
While thereand
have
been challenges,
different,
they to
have
theaexperience
today.”
many steps of
certification
get to
intodo; something
Darin said he would
would not
not have
change
thing.
deal withatus,”
the door, to different
get a fairto look-see
a Darin said.
“We go these
through
the old
many steps “My
of worst day
Whilebeing
there
have been challenges,
project. Unfortunately,
same
self-employed
certification
get into the door, to doesn’t
get a
Darin
said
he
would
change a thing.
stereotypes never
seem totodie.”
compare to my best not
day
fair look-see at a project. Unfortunately,
working for someone else,” he said.
theseansame
old means
stereotypes never
“My worst day being self-employed
In reality, being
MBE just
“[There’s a] sense of accomplishment
seem to make
die.” a relatively
doesn’t compare to my best day
that RPC is looking
and knowing that you started a
working for someone else,” he said.
homogeneous field a little less so.
from
the ground
upofand
In reality, being an MBE just meansbusiness
that
“[There’s
a] sense
accomplishment
Technical
Services
seeing
how
it
has
blossomed
looking
to make a relatively
and knowing that into
you started
a
“RPC is RPC
an is
equal
opportunity
is a legacy
builder
field a little less so.something that
business
from
the that
ground up and
employer. Wehomogeneous
hire diverse candidates
you can then give
to your
seeing
howchildren.
it hasYour
blossomed into
to go into an industry where there's not
children's children
can see
of builder that
“RPCDarin
is an said.
equal“It
opportunity
employer.
something
thatthe
is spirit
a legacy
a lot of diversity,”
is our
within
hire our
diverse
candidates
to goentrepreneurship
into
you can
thenyour
give tofamily,
your children. Your
responsibility We
to give
people
a fair
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SYRACUSE BUILDERS EXCHANGE 150 YearS
In honor of our 150 Year Anniversary we would like to share with
you some of the highlights of our growth and success over the
years. Of course, our growth and success would not be possible
without you, our members.
Throughout 2022 within the pages of Construction Contractor we
will go back in time in remembrance of days gone by with photos
and points of interest on how we got to where we are today.
The year was 1872… Local building contractors and supply
dealers met on April 30 to organize what was to become the first
construction industry employers’ association in the United States.
Founded as the Builders Board of Trade, then recognized as the
Builders and Brick Manufacturers Exchange (date unknown), then
in 1905 became the Syracuse Builders Exchange.

Central City Roofing 1918 – Photo Courtesy of
Syracuse Builders Exchange

The purpose of the organization…

Hydroco CoGen Plant, Solvay NY. c1990 - GM
Crisalli & Associates was the General
Contractor for the Administration Building
and Construction Manager for numerous
other projects at the job site.

“To provide and regulate suitable room or rooms for the daily
meeting of the said Board in the city of Syracuse; to establish a
more genial and good understanding, just and equitable
principles in all business transactions with each other; to acquire
and disseminate valuable business information, and in all cases
of misunderstanding arising between members of the said
Board, they may be adjusted as may be hereafter provided in
the By-Laws of the corporation; and all proper and needful
By-Laws for the use and government of this Board, not contrary
to this act, the Constitution, laws of the State of New York, or the
United States.”

In March 1888 about 200 members gathered to listen to leaders from the
National Builders Association…

Published in The
Syracuse Standard

“Mr. Stevens believes in organization as the best way of accomplishing
good and desired results. He said that the interests of the working men and
builders are identical, and what serves one serves the other, or should…
An exchange enables us to keep inside the lines at which shrewdness in
business and dishonesty begins.”

John E. Stevens, President
National Builders’ Association
Published in the Syracuse Standard

“Having traveled all over the country he had seen few cities which offer
greater advantages and more able of providing the wants of a city, than
Syracuse. The speaker said that the exchange would be able to see the
needs and correct the abuses which have crept into the profession.”

JJ Tucker, Vice President
National Builders’ Exchange
Published in the Syracuse Standard
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Business Meeting 1910 – Photo Courtesy of
the Syracuse Builders Exchange
Background Photo Saunders Flatbed –
Photo Courtesy of Tracy Sanders
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Possibly the most troubling situation for the Builders Exchange at the
time occurred in 1941, when the Syracuse Builders Exchange was
acting host to the NYS Association of Builders. The program began
with registration on the morning of December 9, 1941. Two days after
the start of WWII.

New York Ordinance Works – WWII munitions
plant manufactured ‘Explosive D’ used in
armor piercing shells – Photo Courtesy of
Russel J. Clark, Collector of Historical
Documents

Crucible Steel 1919

My relationship with the Builders Exchange started back in 1982
when I became an associate member. That’s 40 years ago when Earl
N. Hall was the Executive Director. Earl had a way of making
contractors and associates belonging to the Exchange feel welcome
and he was there to help each one of us. That is how the success of
the Syracuse Builders Exchange was established, through service
and working hard for their members. Earl’s son continues to practice
the same principles to this day.
I started from small beginnings with the SBE, a mason and college
graduate looking for a start in the world of commercial building
construction. The Exchange assisted me in making the vital
connections necessary to build relationships and build a company.
O’Brien Construction – Photo Courtesy of
Syracuse Builders Exchange

To date we have successfully completed thousands of different
projects for an expanding and variety of commercial clients. We now
operate in 16 states and the Syracuse Builders Exchange was there
and continues to be there helping, supporting, advising, and assisting
in our growth.
We would like to thank every single person who has contributed to the
success of the Syracuse Builders Exchange over their long illustrious
history, especially Earl R. Hall and his wonderful staff on the 150-year
anniversary of the Exchange. Wishing you 150 years more!!!
Gary Crisalli, President and Owner of GM Crisalli & Associates, Inc.:

First Field Office for G.M Crisalli &
Associates, Inc. c1984
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Tax Provisions in the Build Back Better Act
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA, Dannible & McKee LLP

t the writing of this article, the Build Back Better Act
(BBBA) was passed by the House of
Representatives and sent to the Senate for
deliberation. This bill, if passed by Senate, could
drastically change the mindset of your tax planning in
2022 and beyond. It contains numerous provisions
related to areas ranging from health care, climate change
and immigration to education, social programs and, of
course, taxes. While it is expected to undergo some
changes before it is passed in the Senate, the legislation
will likely undergo several more changes to get all of the
Senate Democratics on board.
Funding for the sweeping package largely comes from
tax increases on high-income individuals and
businesses, but the law also includes tax breaks for
eligible taxpayers. Here are some of the significant tax
changes included in the bill:

Corporate Taxes
The bill imposes a 15% minimum corporate tax on
corporations’ financial statement net income. This
reduces the benefit of numerous credits and deductions
for high-income corporate taxpayers. It also includes a
1% excise tax on companies when they buy back their
own stock.

SALT Deduction
After negotiating numerous times, the BBBA plans a
cap on the Federal deduction for state and local taxes, or
SALT, at $80,000, up from the $10,000 imposed
beginning in 2018. The higher cap would be in place
through 2030 and then revert to $10,000 in 2031.

Child Tax Credit
The bill would extend through 2022 the extra monthly
payments per child that parents earning up to $150,000
are now getting. The legislation also makes the tax credit
permanently refundable.

High Income Surtax
The BBBA would create a 5% surtax on individuals with
a modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) that exceeds
$10 million ($5 million for married taxpayers filing
separately). It adds another 3% surtax on MAGI
exceeding $25 million ($12.5 million for married taxpayers
filing separately). The surtax would take effect for 2022.
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Net investment income tax (NIIT)
The Act would expand the 3.8% NIIT to apply to the
trade or business income of high-income individuals,
regardless of whether they’re actively involved in the
business. The income thresholds are over $500,000 for joint
filers, over $400,000 for single filers and over $250,000 for
married couples filing separately. The NIIT currently applies
to business income only if the income is passive.

Renewable Energy Benefits
Some $300 billion is by far the largest component of the
climate spending in the package, which would include
expanding a number of tax credits for renewable power,
electric vehicles, biofuels and energy efficiency. The
credits apply to businesses and individuals.

EV Tax Credit
Under the bill, a $7,500 consumer tax credit would be
made refundable and expanded by up to $4,500 for electric
passenger vehicles. An additional $500 bonus would be
added for vehicles that use batteries made in the U.S for a
total of $12,500. The legislation also creates a new $4,000
tax credit for the purchase of used electric vehicles.

IRS Enforcement
The bill would give the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
an additional $80 billion to hire more auditors, improve
customer service and modernize technology. The
Congressional Budget Office concluded IRS enforcement
would raise $207.2 billion over a decade, or $127.2 billion after
subtracting the $80 billion in additional funding for the agency.
At the point of writing this article, it's impossible to say
which of the proposed tax law changes will survive and be
enacted into law. Additional tax provisions could be
added, too. However, smart taxpayers will get
up-to-speed on the Build Back Better Act's tax proposal,
so they're prepared if/when they make it through the
legislative process. If you have any questions regarding
any of the current tax provisions and how they may
impact you and your business, feel free to contact Nick
Shires at nshires@dmcpas.com or 315-472-9127.
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA is a tax partner at Dannible &
McKee, LLP. Nick has over 16 years of experience
providing tax and consulting services to a wide range of
clients, including individuals and privately held
companies.
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Construction carries
unique risks.
We provide
unique solutions.
Our more than 200 experts and
specialists in over 70 areas of
insurance and risk management
give you unparalleled bench
strength and peace of mind.

OneGroup is proud to be chosen by
Syracuse Builders Exchange to provide
members with complimentary reviews
and comprehensive insurance and risk
management services. Contact:
Brett Findlay, ARM
VP, Construction &
Business Risk Specialist
315-480-7027
BFindlay@OneGroup.com

800-268-1830 | Syracuse, NY | OneGroup.com

Why Do People Get Hurt?
Susan Geier Fahmy, Vice President, Director of Safety & Health Services,
Lovell Safety Management Co., Inc.
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MARIJUANA AND THE WORKPLACE
Diana Plue, Esq., Sheats & Bailey, PLLC

he Marijuana Regulation and Taxation Act
(MRTA) amended Labor Law § 201-d to clarify that
marijuana is a legal consumable product.
Employers may not discriminate against employees that
use marijuana outside the workplace and outside of work
hours. This new law raised questions with regard to an
employer’s ability to drug test for marijuana and enact
disciplinary action for marijuana use. NYS DOL recently
issued guidance for employers with regard to these
issues.

drug test requirement or a federal contractual drug test
requirement for marijuana, employers should never
require a pre-employment drug test for marijuana or
perform random drug testing for marijuana.
The DOL guidelines clearly state that an employer can
only drug test for marijuana for the above reasons.
Neither the DOL nor Labor Law § 201-d (4-a) mentions
that an employer may take action such as testing
because of a collective bargaining agreement.

The NYS DOL has stated that employers may have a
written policy prohibiting the use of marijuana during
work hours including breaks, while on employer property
and in company owned vehicles. An employee who
takes a company owned vehicle home can be prohibited
from using marijuana in the work vehicle even outside
work hours.

What are articulable symptoms of impairment? Per the
NYS DOL, they are objectively observable indications
that the employee’s performance of the duties of the
position are decreased or lessened. For example, the
operation of heavy machinery in an unsafe manner may
be considered an indication of impairment. DOL does not
provide any further clarification or list of articulable
symptoms but does state what cannot be cited as an
articulable symptom.

Can an employer drug test an employee or
potential employee for marijuana?

The following symptoms by themselves are not
articulable symptoms of marijuana use:

a) An employer may drug test for cannabis if a federal
or state law makes it a mandatory requirement of the
position or the federal contract makes it mandatory. For
example, employees who drive commercial vehicles are
subject to mandatory drug testing for commercial
vehicles under 49 CFR Part 382.

• Observable signs of possible marijuana use that do
not indicate impairment on their own. For example, red
eyes with nothing more does not indicate impairment
because red eyes with no other symptoms could be from
allergies or lack of sleep.

Please note that the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988
does not mandate or authorize drug testing of
employees. Therefore, a federal contract that just states
an employer must comply with the Drug Free Workplace
Act of 1988, does not authorize a NYS employer to test
its employees for marijuana.
b) An employer may drug test when required by a
federal contract or to maintain federal funding.
c) An employer may drug test, when the employee,
while working, shows specific articulable symptoms of
impairment that either decrease the employee’s
performance or interferes with the employer’s obligation
to provide a healthy and safe workplace.
A positive test for marijuana, by itself, cannot be used
to make employment decisions regarding hiring,
promoting or terminating an employee unless there is a
federal or state law or federal contractual requirement
that requires employees/workers to be drug free.
Therefore, unless there is a federal or state mandatory
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•
A positive drug test for marijuana usage by itself
cannot serve as a basis for an employer’s conclusion that
an employee was impaired. All the test will show is that
there is cannabis in the employee’s system, which can be
detected up to 30 days after use; the positive test alone
does not show impairment.
•
The smell of cannabis on an employee, on its own, is
not evidence of an articulable symptom of impairment
under Labor Law §201-d. Use of cannabis does not
automatically mean a person is impaired.
Can an employer discipline an employee for marijuana
use?

An employer may take adverse action against an
employee:
a) Who is using marijuana during work hours (including
during breaks and during periods an employee is on call);
b) Who uses marijuana on employer property;
c) Who uses marijuana in company owned vehicles;
d) Who is impaired by marijuana and exhibits specific
articulable symptoms of impairment that
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• Decrease or lessen the performance of the employee’s
duties or tasks;
• Interferes with an employer’s obligation to provide a
safe and healthy workplace, free from recognized
hazards as required by state and federal occupational
safety and health laws.
e) When required to by State or Federal Law;
f) When the employer would lose a federal contract or
federal funding because of employees’ marijuana use. If
a project requires employees to obtain a clean drug test
to work on the project, employers should give notice of
this requirement to its employees and the potential
consequences if said drug test is failed.
Labor Law §201-d applies to private, state and local
government employers. Labor Law §201-d only applies to
employees who work within NYS and are over the age of
21. Marijuana use is still prohibited for anyone under the
age of 21. Employers cannot require employees to waive
their rights under Labor Law §201-d. For remote workers,
the DOL does not consider a private residence a worksite
within the meaning of Labor Law §201-d. But an employer
may act against a remote worker if the worker is exhibiting
articulable symptom of impairment during work hours.
An employer who violates Labor Law § 201-d by
refusing to hire, refusing to promote or discharging an
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employee from employment because of said employee’s
legal use of marijuana outside of work hours and off work
property can be subject to civil penalties and to civil
actions from their employees.
Employers who wish to prohibit employees from
working while impaired should have a written policy
prohibiting such conduct and stating the consequences
for working while impaired. Employers need to train their
supervisors on what type of symptoms of impairment to
look for. Employers should also update their work
policies, including handbooks, to make sure their current
policies do not run afoul of this new legislation.
Employers must review and update any drug testing
policy so it complies with The Marijuana Regulation and
Taxation Act (MRTA) and Labor Law § 201-d.
For more information or assistance in drafting a written
policy on marijuana use and/or updating current
workplace policies including drug testing policies to be
compliant with Labor Law §201-d contact Diana Plue at
Sheats & Bailey, PLLC, Tel: (315) 676-7314.
The information provided in this article is not intended to
serve as specific legal advice for any particular situation.
Competent legal and experienced counsel should be
consulted.
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Bright Future Ahead for Construction Industry
As We Learn to Live with COVID-19
Earl Hall, Executive Director, Syracuse Builders Exchange
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Contractual Risk Transfer Essentials
Brett Findlay, Vice President, Business & Construction Risk, OneGroup
John Schmitt, Jr., Construction Risk Specialist, OneGroup
n addressing contractual risk transfer when hiring
sub-contractors to work on your behalf in New York
State, there are some key components to be aware of.
We will work through those key points here.
While working through your individual contracts,
several areas of the agreements should be evaluated,
including but not limited to:

• Parties to the agreement
• Scope of work being provided (including a
detailed description) when hiring a sub-contractor
• Hold harmless, defense and indemnification
requirements within the agreement
• Insurance requirements of the agreement
• For
construction
situations:
a
safety
statement/requirement of the sub-contractor within
the agreement
The hold harmless/indemnification requirements of the
agreements also need to be reviewed to determine if they
appear to be worded properly for the state where the
work/service is going to be performed. This is even more
important in New York State, where NY Labor Laws
impact construction projects. NY Labor Laws 240 and
241 impose duties on the “Property Owner” for safety
issues on their jobsite that they do not control on a
day-to-day basis. This is something that should be
reviewed by your risk management and legal experts.
Insurance Requirements are another critical item and
our focal point at OneGroup. We’ve found in many cases
that both attorneys and architects are not comfortable
detailing insurance requirements in agreements. Many
may use wording that was used 10 to 20 years ago.
Some also use wording from standard AIA contracts for
insurance that can be vague, lack detail and is
sometimes confusing. Paying close attention to the
proper and applicable coverage from numbers is critical.
Reviewing these insurance requirements to make sure
they are comprehensive and that they best protect the
organization implementing the contract is very important.
Internally, we make sure details like limits and key
coverage areas are spelled out by line of business so that
the coverage is triggered to protect the proper party. In
some cases, the actual policy conditions or
endorsements will only provide coverage if it is requested
in a written agreement executed prior to a loss.
Additional insured status for the proper party is an
example of this. It needs to be requested on a “primary
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and non-contributing” basis because many carriers have
wording on their policies stating that coverage for the
additional insured will be on an “excess” basis, unless a
written agreement executed prior to the loss requires that
the coverage be on a primary or non-contributing basis.
(“Excess” - meaning the party implementing the contract
as the additional insured would have to exhaust their own
policy limits before their sub-contractor’s/vendor’s policy
would come into play)

Most situations will require:
• Workers’ compensation and employers’ liability
• Disability benefits (DBL)
• General liability
• Automobile liability
• Umbrella liability (limits of liability in line with the
hazard level of the service being provided)
List of “optional” special insurance policies that may
be needed based on the scope of work and services
being provided:

• Professional liability (engineering or architectural
services typically)
• Cyber liability (IT services)
• Pollution/Environmental liability
• Riggers’ liability
• Builders’ risk or installation floater - property
coverage where something is being built or installed
for the property owner.
• Owners’ and Contractors’ Protective policy (OCP
policy) based on the type of construction project and
exposure presented to the property owner as the
owner for the project being undertaken.
For more information, please contact;
Brett Findlay, ARM
Vice President Business Risk Specialist
OneGroup
P 315-280-6376
C 315-480-7027
BFindlay@onegroup.com
www.OneGroup.com
John Schmitt, Jr.
Construction Risk Specialist
OneGroup
P 315-558-6789
JSchmitt@onegroup.com
www.OneGroup.com
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Take charge
of your building.
Install EV charging stations at little or no cost.
It’s time. Electric Vehicle adoption is growing fast. All those drivers need
somewhere to charge up while they work, shop or visit your destination.
National Grid can help through our Upstate New York EV Charging
Station Program—an opportunity for your business, workplace, and
community to install EV charging stations at little or no cost.
Visit ngrid.com/TakeChargeUNY today and qualify for up to
100% EV infrastructure funding.
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